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Wooden structures
Calculation of wooden structures 

by the method of limit states



Құрылыс құралымдары

EN RK 1995-1-1: 2008/2011 Design of wooden structures. 
Section 1-1. General rules and building regulations);
EN RK 1995-1-2: 2008/2011 Design of wooden structures. 
Section 1-2. General rules for the design of structures, 
taking into account the effects of fire;
EN RK 1995-2: 2008/2011 Design of wooden structures. 
Part 2: Bridges;
ST RK EN 14081-1 Wooden structures. Structural timber 
of rectangular cross-section, sorted by strength. Section 1. 
General requirements.
ST RK EN 14374 Wooden structures. Structural fibrous 
plywood wood material. Technical requirements.
ST RK EN 409 Wooden structures. Test methods. 
Determination of bending moments of pin-type fasteners;



Importance of wooden structures

Wood is loved not only by architects, but also by 
craftsmen, technicians and engineers, because 
when working with wood, they feel connected to 
nature.
Today, designers offer not only stone, concrete, 
steel, mixed structures, but also wooden 
structures, which are often used in construction.
Due to the development of new methods and 
techniques in construction, the application of 
wooden structures has expanded.
Formations



Advantages of wooden structures:

 wood - lightweight material;
wood is easily processed both at the plant and on 
the construction site;
wooden building parts can be combined in different 
ways;
 Forms that are not made of other materials or can 
be made of complex structures can be made of 
wooden structures;
 Some types of wood structures (eg shells) can be 
more efficient than concrete or other structures;
 Some of the structural and physical abilities of 
wood are very valuable (for example, heat capacity).



Disadvantages that limit the use of wooden structures:

•Swelling;

•drying;

•Danger of extinguishing and combustion;

•curvature;

•explosion;

•heterogeneity of structure;

•Defects of wood.

But the effect can be reduced, because modern 
technology uses a variety of methods to eliminate the 
disadvantages of natural wood - protection and 
beautification.



Areas of application of wooden structures:

Modern methods of wood preservation 
and gluing with waterproof adhesives 
allow the use of wooden structures in 
open ground and hydraulic structures 
(bridges, overpasses, towers, dams, etc.).



ADHESIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
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Design and calculation of elements of structures



Figure 1. Structural 
schemes and assemblies 
of two-story wooden 
roofs: a, b - suspended 
rafters (trusses) for 
single-storey 
single-storey buildings; c 
- sloping rafters for 
single-storey two-storey 
buildings; d - suspended 
rafters (trusses) for 
one-story attic buildings; 
e - such as broken roofs; 
e - for two-story attic 
buildings.



The use of wooden structures is limited:

- in multi-storey industrial buildings with large 
crane loads, on large span bridges;
- in rooms with high industrial humidity (due to 

the risk of rot).

The use of wooden structures in hot shops and 
in all cases where the use of wood is not 
allowed under fire safety conditions is 
prohibited



Wood structure

In temperate climates, trees grow by 
increasing the concentration layers in 
the trunk. In the cross section of the 
tree trunk, this process looks like a ring - 
they are called annual layers. 

Annual layers are clearly visible in many 
species of trees: pine, pine, oak, etc. 
They consist of two stripes - light and 
closed.



The light-colored inner strip is 
composed of flat-striped spring cells 
that form a low-strength young tree.

Closed inner band - consists of cells 
with thick-walled thin cavities that form 
a strong and dense old wood

The difference between young and old 
trees is insignificant in spruce, fir and 
some deciduous trees.



A nine-year-old tree trunk wedge

Tangential section

Radial section



Features that characterize the structure of wood: fiber and 
porosity. The structure of the tree is well visible in the main 
sections of the trunk.

In the middle of the cross section is the weakest and most 
prone to rot - the core.

In many species of wood, the middle part, which surrounds 
the core, is solid and impermeable to liquids - the strongest 
part.

If the outside of this part is dark brown, it is called the core 
(pine, pine, oak).

If the color of this part is the same as the outside, and the 
humidity is low, it is called a mature tree (spruce, cedar, 
beech).



Chemical composition of wood

Cell membranes are composed mainly of 
cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. As the tree 
grows, its lignin content increases and the bark 
hardens. The substance between the cells is 
mainly lignin.
Chemical composition of wood, rounded up to 
1%:
 carbon - 50%;
 oxygen - 44%;
 water only - 6%.



Physical properties of wood

Wood has different properties in different 
directions, ie it belongs to anisotropic building 
materials.
Because these properties make wood a fibrous 
material.
Defines two main directions when considering the 
properties of wood:
along the fibers - usually corresponding to the 
longitudinal axis of the wood elements;
The fibers are horizontal - in a direction 
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.



Physical properties of wood

Wood materials are divided into hard and soft 
wood materials according to the density of 
wood.
Soft and hard wood seeds can also be used to 
make wooden structures.
Soft seeds: spruce, pine, cedar, poplar, aspen
Hard seeds - cedar, birch, oak, ash



Құрылыс құралымдары
Physical properties of wood

All wood materials are divided into strength classes 
according to the values of strength and elastic 
characteristics of wood in accordance with the 
requirements of EN 338.
EN 338 has 18 strength classes: - 12 - for softwood 
seeds - C14, C16, C18, C20, C22, C24, C27, C30, 
C35, C40, C45, C50; - For 6 hardwood seeds - 
D30, D40, D50, D60 and D70.
Letters C and D belong to the coniferous and 
deciduous tree species, and the number indicates 
the characteristic strength at bending, N / mm2.



Құрылыс құралымдары

Mechanical properties of wood

Strength and rigidity are the most important 
in building timber structures.
The strength of wood is very well studied 
under the influence of short-term static load.
The effects of long-term loads are currently 
being studied in detail, as such loads are 
very common in practice (own weight, snow, 
equipment weight, etc.).



Құрылыс құралымдары

Standard determination of the properties of wood is carried out 
in laboratories with the help of special equipment.

Based on the testing of standard samples, the following 
indicators of the tree are determined:

strength limit - the voltage corresponding to the destructive 
short-term static load;

proportional limit - the voltage corresponding to the point of 
transition of the straight part of the curve to the curvilinear part 
(in some tests this indicator may not be);

modulus of elasticity - the index of rigidity of the material, equal 
to the tangent of the angle of inclination of the curve to the 
abscissa axis.

The value of the modulus of elasticity is constant to the limit of 
proportionality, and in the general case it is variable.



Құрылыс құралымдары

The strength of wood is determined by a compression 
test along the fibers. Tests are performed on prisms of 
2 × 2 × 3 cm.

The strength limit of spruce is 400-500 kg / cm2. The 
development of elastic deformations is observed 
before destruction.

Wood works in the same way when the surface is 
compressed, ie wrinkled, along the fibers.

The compressive or creasing strength of wood in the 
horizontal direction to the fibers is much lower.



Құрылыс құралымдары

Tensile tests are performed on specimens 
with a cross-sectional area of 0.4 × 2 cm. 
The strength limit of a spruce is 800-1000 kg 
/ cm2, which is twice as high as when the 
fibers are compressed.
However, due to the defects of the wood, 
the high tensile strength of wood is not used 
in structures.
When stretched, the wood breaks brittlely, 
that is, the elastic deformations do not 
develop suddenly.



Құрылыс құралымдары
Strength class. Characteristic values according to EN 338



Құрылыс құралымдары

Protection of wooden structures from rot

Wood rot is a biochemical process that leads 
to collapse. The causative agents of rot are 
fungi.
The most dangerous fungi for wooden 
structures are house mushrooms that grow 
on felled trees.
The wood is first protected by constructive 
methods, if they are not enough, then use 
chemical methods (antiseptics)



Құрылыс құралымдары

Materials

The main materials of timber structures are cut materials 
made of pine and spruce in accordance with EN 13986 *, 
delivered in sorted form.

For the manufacture of structures used in indoor buildings, 
the humidity of the wood should not exceed 20%.

The moisture content of wood should not exceed 25% for 
the manufacture of structures used in ventilated open 
buildings located on the ground.

The moisture content of cut materials for adhesive 
structures and elements should be 8-12% and they should 
meet the requirements of EN 14080



Құрылыс құралымдары
Calculation of tree structures

2011 Characteristics of the introduced RK STD 
05-01-1.1-2011 are as follows:

Table 1 for tree species depending on strength classes;

Table 3 for homogeneously glued multilayer trees;

Table 4 for composite glued multilayer trees;

Table 8 for Finnish birch plywood (according to EN 
12369-2);

Tables 9-10 for Finnish composite plywood (according to 
EN 12369-2);

Table 18 for OSB boards (according to EN 12369-1).



Құрылыс құралымдары
Elements extending from the middle
Checks the strength of the elongated elements according 
to the following formula:

σt, 0, d - rated voltage extending along the fibers;
ft, 0, d is the design resistance of the wood to elongation 
along the fibers.
Determines the rated voltage σt, 0, d along the fibers by 
the following formula:

where Nd is the calculated longitudinal tensile force;
Anet - the "net" area of the cross section of the element,
taking into account the weakening of the cross section.



Құрылыс құралымдары

ft, 0, d - the calculated resistance of wood to elongation along 
the fibers is determined by the following formula

where kmod - modification factor 26 table;
ksys - a factor that takes into account the strength of the 
system, is used only if the system can redistribute the load;
kh is the correction factor that takes into account the effect of 
the size of the element during elongation, to determine it 
should be used the maximum size of the cross section of the 
element:

ft,0,k is the characteristic value of tensile strength of an 
element made of wood or its base material (given in Tables 
1-18).
m - individual coefficient of material properties Table 25



Құрылыс құралымдары

Table 25 Individual coefficient of material 
properties, fM



Құрылыс құралымдары

Table 26 - The value of the coefficient kmod



Құрылыс құралымдарыCompressed elements from the center

Wood is well resistant to compression. The effect of wood 
defects on compressed elements is less than on 
elongated elements. Compressed elements from the 
center can be destroyed due to loss of strength or 
stability.

The strength of elements subject to axial compression 
depends on several factors:

- modulus of compressive strength and elasticity of wood;

- dimensions and length of the cross section;

- Terms of approval of the three;

- geometric defects (deviations from the nominal size, 
initial curvature, etc.);

- changes in the properties of the material and its 
disadvantages (density, elasticity of joints, moisture)



Құрылыс құралымдары
During axial loading, due to imperfections in the geometry of the element or 
changes in its properties, as well as a combination of two factors, the 
elasticity of the element increases and the displacement in the horizontal 
direction increases, which eventually leads to loss of stability as shown in 
the figure. The elasticity of the element should be determined by the 
formula: λ = Le / I
where Le is the calculated longitudinal tensile force;
i is the radius of inertia of the section 
I is the moment of inertia of the cross section of the element.
A is the cross-sectional area of   the element.
                     
                                                                    

                                                                 where Le, y and Le, z are the 
                                                                  calculated lengths of the element  
                                                                relative to the y-y and z-z   axes, 
                                                                 respectively.
                                                              The loss of stability of the element is 
                                                                  related to the axis with the highest 
value of elasticity.



Құрылыс құралымдары

The calculated length of the element Le is determined:
Le = μ0* L
where L is the full length of the element;
Le is the calculated length of the element, depending on the scheme 
of load distribution and fastening of the ends along its length;
μ0 is a factor that takes into account the conditions of attachment of 
the element, which is equal to:
1) in the case of longitudinal loading on the ends of the element:
- if the ends are hinged, as well as when hinged at intermediate 
points of the element, μ0 = 1;
- if one side is hinged and the other side is rigidly fixed -0.8; μ0 = 2.2 
if one side is rigidly fixed and the other side is loose;
- μ0 = 0.65 if both sides are rigidly fixed;
2) in the case of uniform distribution along the length of the 
longitudinal load element:
- if both ends are hinged, μ0 = 0.73;
- μ0 = 1,2 if one side is rigidly fixed and the other side is loose.



Құрылыс құралымдары

For a full-length idealized vertical element with homogeneous 
properties and two ends hinged, the critical force at which the 
loss of stability with respect to the y-y or z-z axis occurs within 
the elastic work of the element material can be defined as 
follows:

where PE, y is the critical force with respect to the y-y axis;
PE, z - critical force with respect to the z-z axis;
E0.05 - 5% quantile of the modulus of elasticity of the element 
material;
Cross-sectional area of the A-element;
λy is the elasticity with respect to the y-y axis, λy = (1,0 × L) / iy;
λz is the elasticity with respect to the z-z axis, λz = (1,0 × L) / iz.



Құрылыс құралымдары

Dividing A by the cross-sectional area of the corresponding 
critical strong element, we obtain the critical strength of the 
element with respect to the z-z and y-y axes.

According to EN 1995-1-1: 2008/2011, the relative flexibility 
(ie the element oscillates along the z-z axis) corresponding 
to the bending relative to the λrel, y -u-y axis and the 
relative flexibility corresponding to the bending relative to 
the λ rel, z-z-z axis ( that is, the element oscillates along the 
y-y axis) is determined by:



Құрылыс құралымдары
Calculation for short and massive elements with relative 
flexibility λrel, y and λrel, z ≤ 0,3 should be performed 
according to the following formula

σc, 0, d - rated stress along the compressed fibers;
fc, 0, d is the design resistance of the wood to 
compression along the fibers.
The compressive stress along the fibers σс, 0, d is 
determined by the following formula:

where Nd is the calculated longitudinal compressive 
strength;
A is the cross-sectional area of the element.



Құрылыс құралымдары
For compressed elements with relative flexibility λrel, y> 
0.3 and / or λrel, z> 0.3, the following conditions must be 
met

kc, y and kc, z - longitudinal bending coefficients:



Құрылыс құралымдары
fс, 0, d - the calculated resistance of the wood to 
compression along the fibers is determined by the 
following formula

where kmod - modification factor 26 table; ksys - a 
factor that takes into account the strength of the 
system, used only if the system can redistribute the 
load; fс, 0, k is the characteristic value of compressive 
strength along the fibers of an element made of wood 
or a material based on it (given in Tables 1-18). m - 
individual coefficient of material properties Table 25



Құрылыс құралымдары

where βc is βc = 0.2 for solid cross-sectional elements 
made of wood, if the deviation from the vertical line 
measured in the middle of the length of the element is 
less than or equal to L / 300. For elements made of 
multilayer glued wood and LVL, the coefficient βc = 
0.1, if the deviation from the straight line measured in 
the middle of the length of the element is less than or 
equal to L / 500.


